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faculty adds extra
day to final exams
Staff Writer

Don't worry. Your exams will
not necessarily be three hours long.
However, you will need to stay on
campus oneextra day to complete
them.
At an open forum on Monday,
the Trustee Board decided to
implement a schedule for fmal
exams which created a two hour
breakbetween exams on any given
day. However, the Board also
passed a proposal that extended
the number of exam days from
four to five, creating room for the
longer schedule.
"I think [the five day schedule]
sucks. Personally, it's been my
experience that my main concern
is to get the exams completed and
get out," said Ravi Mantha, a
Puget Sound student.
While the majority of the studentsattheforum seemedin agreement with the new schedule of
two-hour breaks, Mantha stated,
"ff1 hadto weigh the four- and the
five-day schedule, I would go for
the four-day exam schedule."
Theforum, which included trustees, faculty and students, deliberated on creating a three hour exam
schedule, which was mandated
by faculty members whose exams
may take some students longer
than theallotted two hours tocomplete. However, there was some
concern that a three hour exam
schedule would create a need to
"fill up the extra time" with longer
exams.
A few of the student guests at
the forum voiced concerns that a
three hour exam was too physically and mentally demanding,
joined by faculty who recalled
grueling exams from their own
college days.
With the new schedule, an exam
which requires two hours to complete for most students is still the
norm, but in cases where a student
may need an extra 15 to 30 mm-

UBy Jon Wolfer
Campus Music Network
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IlBy Sundown Stauffer

ASUPS approves
funds for new musk
pro gram

After weeks ofdebate, the campus music scene will get a boost.
The Campus Music Network has
finally received approval from
ASUPS for funding of its programs this semester and has been
given the status of an ASUPS
program.
The objective of the Network is
to "fmd and inspire all campus
bands," according to the proposal
of Nabil Ayers, who will be the
head of the program.
"It is one ofthe most innovative
projects this campus has ever
seen," said Ayers.
The Network wants to let bands
know that they will have opportunities to play and to be heard this
year. According to Eric Herzog,
JuniorClass Senator, the Network
"opens the doors that aren't there
normally for up and coming bands
on campus."
The Network would sponsor
eightconcerts over the school year.
Six smaller shows would be held
in the Cellar, each with one or two
bands; and two larger shows in
which several bands appear would
take place in the Rotunda or Great
Hall. The concerts would offer
free admission to students in order to attract interest.
ASUPS approved the budget
which would pay bands $100 per
show in the Cellar, and bands $50
per large show; thus rewarding
bands for their time and energy.
The costs for sound rental would
also be covered, as would costs
for advertising and promotion for
the concerts.
The Network itself and its goals
were not an issue at all with the
ASUPS Senate; however, the
source of conflict among Senators was the plan to provide funding for recording supplies and
other costs involved in the production of an album showcasing
the talents of bands on campus.
Coming in the spring, Ayers
planned to put together a compilation tape of UPS bands to be
sold on campus and at local music
stores. Five bands would be chosen to record two songs each to be
put on the tape.
Senator-At-Large A. Damon
objected to this portion of the proposal.
"Let's make sure that the concerts atiract enough student interest to warrant the free promotion
and publicity that the funding of
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Sousa
all
over
elections
UBy Hilary Johnson
Staff Writer

-

-

"I want to make an argument
today that, in fundamental ways,
it does not matter who wins," said
David Sousa to start off his jj5
cussion entitled "The 1992 Election and the Problems of the Modem Presidency" at last Tuesday's
Open Forum.
Sousa opened the discussion
admitting that his approach was a
"gloom and doom" one, but that
he hoped it would lead to a ray of
hope in the end.
He set the tone of this year's
election as a chaotic one, with
economic hardship in the foreground and theparty system splin-

tered so that Perot gains serious
support as a thirdparty candidate.
The splitbetween the Democratic
Congress and the Republican
presidency has keptproblem-solving in slow motion.
"The vote is a stick with which
to punish. The voter finds it difficult to decide who to smack,"
Sousa said.
Faced with the problem of dealing with an institution of government that appears to be failing, he
suggested three options for the
country.
The first option would entail the
restoration of those conditions
under which the government has
see SOUSA page 2

Gary McCurty, in only the fourth game of his
senior season, has established himselfas Pu get
Sound's career rushing leader.In the 49-26 victory over
Oregon Technical Institute Saturday, he earned 174 yards and scored
three touchdowns Wit hfive games left in the season, McCuriyhas3,609
yards.
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BANDS from page 1
the tapes wouldprovide," Damon implored.
Off-Campus Senator Chris Darst concurred, saying that many of his constituents were not pleased with the fact that
student money wouldbe going into promotion ofbands about which students do not
know much about.. "It's like the chicken
before the egg—we need to make sure that
the bands have enough student support and
interest before we grant them any more
funding," said Darst.
The original budget proposal was
amended to not include the tapes and recording costs, saving $250. However, pending the success of the concerts this fall, the
proposal to fund the recording costs will be
resubmitted and voted upon.
Other senators interviewed praised the
program as a great idea, rejecting the notion that the program would not reach many
students, affecting only those who participate in the bands. According to Paul Freed,
Senior Class Senator, "all student programs
are directed to a small number of students.
But the Campus Music Network will serve
many student interests: those performing
as well as the students who attend the
shows."
ASUPS Concert Programmer Andrew
Pritchard, who originally was against the
network, seemed to have a change of heart,
saying "if the program serves the needs of
all the students, then it works."
The total amount allocated to the Network following amendment is $1,650: $600
for the six shows in the Cellar, $800 for the
two larger shows, .and $250 for promotion
and advertising.
"Hopefully, the program will encourage
bands currently on campus to work hard, as
well as encourage prospective musicians
to form their own bands and join the scene,"
said Herzog.
The Campus Music Network will also be
providing bands for dances at the resident
halls, Greek houses and other campus social shin-digs.

SOUSA

from page 1
operated successfully in the past. This
would include uniting the legislative and
executive powers under the same party,
and strengthening the parties themselves.
The second possibility would be to devise a new theory of government that would
work under a divided party system.
"Divided government is nonnal now in
American politics. We're going to have to
live with it. We need to devise a way to

consideration of this election year. Ray
Kahier Sydney Van Atta, and Professor
Francis Cousens will lead the discussion
next Tuesday at noon in the sub boardroom.

Open Forum

,

This week's open forum opens with a controversial look at "The Stakes in the 1992
Election" featuring Ray Kahier, Sydney Van Atta and Professor Francis Cousens at
noon on Wednesday October 14 in the SUB boardroom.

EXAMS from page
utes, the pressure of rushing to finish an
exam is quickly alleviated.
An issue which caused greater consternation among the students was the additional day of exams. In previous years,
the exams have run from Monday to
Thursday of the week before December
20. Many students who have left previously on the Thursday or Friday following exams will now have to rearrange
their schedules for next yaar. However,
following this date, airfares may increase
as much as four times the regular price.

The Political Economy Roundtable will discuss "Europe and the Money Muddle"
on Thursday, October 8, offering a user's guide to foreign exchange and exchange
systems. "Europe's Money Muddle" continues with adiscussion on Thursday, October
22 about therole of Bundesbank and the worldwide problem of unstable exchange rates.
Both forums will be held at4 pm in McIntyre Hall 301. Refreshments will be provided.
The University Wind Ensemble, under direction of Robert Musser, will perform a
free concert on Friday, October 16 at 8 p.m., in Kilworth Chapel. Pieces will include
works from Percy Grainger, Andrew Boysen Jr.
FRESHMAN! Join President Susan Parr, representatives from Academic and
Career Advising, International Programs, Graduate Fellowships and the Community
Involvement. Action Center for dessert and informative presentations On October 15 at
6 pm in the Murray Boardroom. Sign up by Monday October 12 at the Information
Center.
make it work without strong parties," said
Sousa.
The third option he presented was to lower
expectations of the government and thepresient. If the powers continue to be divided,d
with no new theory to make it work, then the

Rib vote is a

-

LJavud sousa

citizens must not expect miracles from the
system.
"What we will do, of course, is muddle
through." He said finally.
Sousa then considered the victory of each
candidate.
He explained that Bush would not be able
to claim any real mandate. Bush can only
say that the last few years have been tough,
but if Clinton were elected it would be a lot
worse. Re-election would only renew the
constant struggle between Congress and the

Crimes on Campi ts
September 30 to October 7
Sept. 30,9:53 p.m. A Food Seryice Staff member reported the theft of $40.00 in cash
from her purse. The purse was in an unlocked cupboard in a Food
Service office area. A suspect was observed in the area using the
telephone prior to the theft.

00PS41

president.
Sousa called Clinton "an interesting test
case." Clinton would unify parties in the
different branches, but that may not mend
the rift between the president and Congress. Members of Congress have no palitical link to the president as far as reelection goes, so they don't have any more
political motivation to cooperate with
Clinton than with Bush. He cited Jimmy
Carter's presidency as an example.
Participants then asked questions which
led to debates on issues such as term limits
on Congress. Someone wondered if Sousa,
in his argument, called for a constitutional
convention and a parliamentary system.
Sousa said that this was -not his idea of a
solution. He felt that allotting more funding for campaigning within the party might
be better, as it would allow for more diversity in the candidates who run.
The next open forum,entitled "The Stakes
in the 1992 Election" will continue the

Zaro screws up
Last weeks aritcle on the Tocqueville
House inncorrectly identified the house's
next lecturer. He is not David Horowitz the
consumer advocate, but David Horowitz
political commentator, former radical, and
co-founder of the Free Speech Movement
at Berkeley. Horowitz's lecture topic will
be: "Deconstructing the Left" not "How to
Get Good Deals on Tires." The lecture will
take place at the time and place stated in the
article. Mr. Zaro regrets the error and other
suggested errors in the article. He has been
punished accordingly.

-

Kappa's not credited
In Last weeks article, "Campus community continues to help family," we unfortunately did not give credit to where credit
was due. We stated that the University had
raised over $300 dollars when we should
have said the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
To reconcile the event we have shot the
writer.

Chaucer's Classic

CANTERBURY TALES

THE NEW VIC THEATRE COMPANY
OF LONDON

Oct. 3,, 1:12 a.m. Students were contacted on Union Avenue by Security after they
were observed driving a vehicle recklessly in the area of North
15th and Lawrence.
Note: "Crimes on Campus" is prepared weekly by the Director of Security. The
intent of this factual report is to inform the University community of incidents
occurring on campus. All incidents affecting the safety or security of community
members are reported in a factual manner.
An incident not printed in late September because of a lack of accurate and factual
information may now be circulating throughout campus. The facts surrounding the
incident are as follows:
At approx. 1:30 a.m. on Sept. 20. 1992 a passerby reported an individual who
appeared passed out on Union Avenue near North 12th Street. Tacoma Police
responded and questioned the individuai who appeared to be under the influence of an
unknown substance. The individual could not produce any identification. The name he
gave Tacoma Police Officers is believed to be false. Although he claimed to have been
convicted of rape twice, this information could not be confirmed through the city of
state computers systems. The individual was taken home to an across town address by
a Tacoma Police Officer and warned not to return to campus.
—Submitted by Todd

Badham, Director of Security Services

1%~

Friday, October 9
Pantages Theater
8p.m.

Tickets: $23/$20/$1 7/$i 4
Student/Senior Rush Tickets: $8
Sponsored by Pacific Lutheran
University and US WEST
Stop by the Ticket Office
Mon.-Fri. 1 1 :30-5:30 or call
591 -5894 or Ticketmaster

O
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ASUPS Senate cand'idates state the'ir case
IlBy Erika Konopka

more fun, and prove that the University of
Puget Sound is #1 in the nation.

of such issues.
"I hope the new Senate would focus more
Photos by Kari Baggeroer
Jeffrey Woford
on
the importance of the big picture of
The new logo is not the only addition to
Off-Campus Senator
student
involvement
in
university
governthe ASUPS office this fall. As with the start
My name is Jeffrey Woford and I am
ment,
balancing
the
importance
of
repreof every year, it is time once again for
running forthe fall off-campus senate posisenting overall, the students' special intersenate general elections.
.
tion.
I am a senior in the BPA school
ests," said Mike McManamna.
With openings for Greek, residence hail,
majoring in accounting and international
off-campus, university owned housing and
business. I transferred to UPS three years
Thomas Bahrman
two at large positions available, there are
ago from TCC after spending four years in
Senator-at-Large
only six candidates.
the Army translating Korean. I have atHelen Keller once wrote, "I am only one;
"Aside from the fact that there is no body
but still I am one. I cannot do everything, ways been interested in contributing more
running for the position of university housbut still Ican do something; I will not refuse to the university, and this is the first year
ing senator, the turn out is not bad, in fact,
to do the something I can do." And that's that I will have that opportunity. The offit could be worse," said Brent Olson, elecwhy I'm running for a Senator-at-Large campus community lost its main representation within ASUPS when the off-campus
i'.,.
,hr, ,
ow
Pu SUUIl. I injus a
..
like you, wants togetmy money's worth club, OCURA, folded last year. I hope to
while attending the University of Puget rebuild some ofwhat was lostby becoming
Sound. With four years of experience more involved myself and trying to encourwith student government and having age other students to participate more also.
been senior class president in high A few of the issued which I hope to address
if elected are the parking situation for offschool, I have learned the art of listencampus
students, the coordination between
ing to people's concerns, expectations
on-campus
activities and off-campus stuand desires and I know how to act upon
dents
and
the
possibilities for an off-camthem.
Jeffrey Woford
Thomas Bahrman
As a senator it would be my responsi- pus newsletter along the lines of "The Tattier." If elected I intend to conduct official
Off-Campus Senato r biity to not only maintain regular ofSenator-at-Large
office hours twice weekly at the ASUPS
fice
hours,
but
to
continually
listen
to
and
tions committee chair.
act on the ideas and suggestions of fellow office and maybe one unoffi5ial session at
If there is no write in candidate for this
students. You can be assured that I'll be the Engine House. (I am there frequently
position, ASUPS will go through the comavailable for you, at your convenience, to playing darts). I want to represent the offmittees to appoint a person to this position.
discuss what you want to see happen. I campus community for the present school
To offer the candidates a time to express
believe it's important that we continue to year by being available to my constituents
their views and goals, an Open Forum was
hold open forum discussions, like the "Meet- and accountable to them for my actions
held on Tuesday, October 6. At this forum,
ing of the Minds," as they're an excellent within the ASUPS body. My mailing adthe candidates spoke on representing the
way to freely exchange thoughts and ideas dress is P0 Box 111826, Tac., WA
student body, the student media, and in98411.
on various topics.
creasing participation for all of the campus
I'm
asldng
for
more
than
just
your
vote,
community. Several views were expressed
Nathan Iwamoto
I'm asking for your assistance so that tofrom both the candidates and current memGreek Senator
gether
we
can
formulate
ideas
that
will
bars of ASUPS discussing the importance
My name is Nathan Iwamoto and lam
improve the school, make living herealittle
running for the position of Greek Senator. lam a Sophomore in standing and I
am in the Business Leadership Program.

Assistant News Editor

willing to take the time to listen to your
ideas and concerns. I am a good listener
and communicator, you can be assured that
your opinions on issues will not take the
back seat.
The general election is on Mon., Oct. 12.
I hope I have your support. In the meanwhile, feel free to come to speak with me, if
you have any questions.
Jenny Meyers
Residence Hall Senator

Hello! ! My name is Jenny Meyers and I
am a freshman from WalIa Walla, WA. I
am runiing for the office of residence hall
senator and would appreciate your vote, but
I like you to know a little bit more about me
frst. I chose the University ofPuget Sound
because of the small student body, beautiful campus, and the students and faculty
who I talked to during my visit last spring.
I also found the Business Leadership Prograin interesting and applied to the program, which I am now a part of. Although
I am unsure of a second major at this time,
I am very interested in biology and premedicine. During my high school years I
became involved in student governmenL I
served as a senator for three years and as the
commissioner of activities during my senior year. I thoroughly enjoyed my involvementin student govemmentand would
love to continue it here at UPS. At the
university I am also involved in intramural
sports and the campus visits pmgram. As

;;;;;;y.;;

I hi Kpn active in student vnvPrfl-

Advancement opportunities,
open management style,
generous compensation...
How's that for a great environment?

Providing an ideal work environment has been SAFECO's policy since
its inception in 1923. As part of this philosophy, we offer ongoing professional training which can lead to great promotion possibilities. We also
take an open management stance, giving you the chance to talk to all
kinds of top people. In addition, we offer the competitive salaries and
excellent benefits that you'd expect from an industry leader.
SAFECO has a proven record as one of the leading diversified financial
corporations in North America. With opportunities in insurance, information systems, applied math, and finance, our portfolio is vast ... giving you
tremendous magnitude.
If you are interested in a position as an entry-level Programmer Analyst or
Programmer Intern, SAFECO representatives will be on campus for a

Job Fair
Thursday, October 22, 1992
For more information regarding SAFECO, please contact your Center
for Career Services. We are an equal opportunity employer committed
to hiring a diverse workforce.
Finding a better way in financial services

O)SAFECO

Jenny Meyers
Nathan Iwamoto
l; level and feel that I
Residence
Hall Senator
Greek Senator
possess the knowledgeof what is needed
your residence hail senator, I would do my
to be a strong leader. My leadership capabest to make hall life better and more interbiities are not the only reason for my deciesting for everyone. I'm very open to
sion in running. I decidedto pursuea senate
suggestions so please feel free to approach
position because I feel that I can contribute
me at any time. Thank you for your time.
a new perspective on issues, and that I can
aid in the communication and relation of all
Dennis Schmidt
students at the University of Puget Sound
Greek Senator
and the administration.
Dennis Schmidt was born in Colorado.
Thank you for your time.
He is active in Varsity athletics. And is
currently pursuing a career in the legal
Souphavady Bounlutay
field. He decided that the student media
Residence Hall Senator
needs to be revamped with greater direcHi! My name is Souphavady Bounlutay
Lion. If necessary this needs to come from
from Blackfoot, Idaho. I am running for
a strong faculty advisor.
Residence Hall Senator. Blackfoot is a
RegardingUniversity and Greek relations,
town ofabout 10,000 people and being here
he feels that the key to the issue hinges on
in Tacoma is a big adjustment for me.
personal contact. There is less animosity
There are many things to do, places to visit,
when two factions are on a personal level,
and new people to meet. I love it here!!
while it is quite easy to dislike a faceless
During this campaign, I have often been
group.
asked, WHY AM I RUNNING FOR THIS
He is very pro-athletics and activities. He
POSITION? My answer can be divided
f1Q thtifthemnnevistheretoenrich
the other facets of student's lives beyond academia, it should be done.
The school is making great strides in
increasing the academic level of the
institution. Yet, just raising the academic requirements is notenough. For
example, each year more and more
students need greater access to quiet
- study and research areas. The library
Souphavady Bounlut ay has notchanges its hours though. SomeDennis Schmidt
Residence Hall Senai ror thing needs to be done to accommoGreek Senator
date those students who require additional
into two areas:
library hours.
I want to be involved in students' lives at
As a senator, my two goals would be to
UPS. There are many great and exciting
bring ASUPS to a heightened degree of
things happening here, but there are also
awareness at a personal level, and play
many things that can get better. I want to
watch-dog towards unnecessary increases
assist in making those changes that your
in tuition.
feel should take place in the next few years.
I feel I can represent you well. I am

Don't forget to vote!I
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Lessons from Guatemala: I only hunger was i't a problem.

L)By Marion Henshaw

Staff Writer

If only I could lose some weight.. . then
wouldn't life be so much better?
What?! Lose weight? Ifonly we could all
eat. It is easy toforget that the world doesn't
all eat, or at least have the opportunity to
eat, when all you and I have to do is drive
the car to the store, pick up some groceries
from the shelves overflowing with all kinds
of food, and take them home and cook
them. Or we can walk into a restaurant and
order something or just flash our meal cards
at the SUB.
This summer I was reminded of where
much of our food comes from when I visited Guatemala. Funny thing, though—why
did I see so many starving people and a
thinner population in general if this is supposedly where we get our food?
I was especially bothered by this paradox
when I visited indigenous communities
where the people are all struggling forbasic
community needs, such as education or
sanitary systems, even though they live
directly on the "tourist track." Imagine,
then, the more remote villages, those that
are two hours away from the nearest highway by pick-up truck on a bumpy road, not
to mention the nearest school. But who
cares about education when one's child is
dying from parasites and malnutrition, and
all one can do is work one's hardest to carry
home a pound of corn to feed him?
One indigenous group in particular that
has become known due to its internal
struggle for land rights are called the
Campesinos de Cajola. They are fighting
for land that, declared by law theirs in 1910,
was taken over illegally by the neighboring
plantation owner. Some representatives of
the Campesinos de Cajola were living on
the pavement in the Central Plaza in front of
the National Palace (similar to the capitol

building in Washington, D.C.) in protest of
the repeatedly harsh response of the government to their requests. After three
months'
protest the
aurvesinos
were brutally
forced out
of the Central Plaza
with tear
gas andbatons. Now
the group,
living in
church
buildings,
has taken
refuge with
stead of
various orposts and
ganizations
thatched
that will
roofs.
help them
T h e
continue
people
fighting for
work on
their basic
other
rights.
plantaThe lantons for a
guage
meager
school I atincome
tended durwhile culing my stay
tivating
in Guatecorn and
mala,
beans on
Pro ye c to detailing of indigenous do thing.
their own
Linguistico, is working with a part of this
land for themselves. One widow with three
group who have managed to retrieve a
small children earns one dollar per day for
small portion of land near the coast within
eight hours of work. There is one water
the last two years. It is not a very fertile
pump between the seventy-nine families,
land, which is probably why the governin which they take great pride. The Ianment sold it to the campesinos, but to them
guage school has been paying an engineer
it is better than nothing. And with a little
to install latrines that will help with the
ingenuity, worth rebuilding their commusewage problem and help convert waste

into fertilizer. The school has also hired a
teacher to teach the children how to read
and write, as well as to teach the adults
about general health.
Presently, there is no permanent doctor or
health clinic within the community, so minor illnesses, such as a sore throat or a skin
problem, may last years or for life.
It is a shame and quite ironic that such a
marvelous culture and country has been
reduced to this condition. The Mayan grasdear still shows in the intricate weaving of
the women's huipiles (blouses), even they
don't own basic necessities, such as shoes
or shampoo.
The scenery around their land reflects a
calm and peace that is deceptive. Guatemain, a land fIlled with natural beauty, has
an impoverished population. Much of the
land is highly fertile, but it is owned by a
small, rich elite. A balance must be made
between the wealth and the starvation in
Guatemala, and the Proyecto Linguistico is
doing what it can. To help the people at
Santa Ins, the ProyectoLinguistico has set
a goal of constructing a school building so
that the children can have indoor classrooms, sit in chairs and desks, and have
their own notebooks, rather than having to
use blocks for chairs, a bench for a desk,
and a black door for a blackboard.
These people dream of having only the
basics in life: a piece of land, a house, and
enough to eat. They are literally dying for
only a portion of what we take for granted.
If you would like to contact the language
school in Guatemala or help this community develop by donating money, please
call X4057 or write on behalf of Finca
Santa Inés to: Proyecto Linguistico
Quezalteco de Espanol
Apdo. Postal 114
Quezaltenango, Guatemala
America Central

HELP JANAI BY EATING PIZZA
JANAI CANTE IS IN DESPERATE NEED OF A BONE MARROW
TRANSPLANT AND NEEDS TO RAISE $2509000

PIZZA TIME HAS AGREED TO HELP

759-5711

FOR EVERY PIZZA BOUGHT BY A RESIDENCE HALL BETWEEN

MONDAY OCTOBER 12 AND SUNDAY NOVEMBER 29

PIZZA TIME WILL DONATE $.50
THE HALL THAT EATS THE MOST PIZZA PER CAPITA DURING THOSE
SEVEN WEEKS WILL WIN A PIZZA PARTY WITH 25 FREE PIZZAS
. ELIGIBLE HALLS ARE: ANDERSONILANGDON, HARRINGTON, SEWARD/LANGLOW, PHIBBS,
REGISTER, TODD AND UNiVERSiTY.
- THE PIZZA PARTY WILL BE HELD WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 9 BEGINING AT 8:00 P.M. THIS IS TO
INSURE PIZZA TIME CAN DELIVER THE HIGH QUALITY PIZZAS YOU ARE USED TO.
- ANY QUESTIONS? CALL JEREMY X4203
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A Trail interview with Bob Reed, lead singer, guitarist and songwriter for Overwhelming Colorfast

Overwhelming Colorfast tours with the Ramones and Social Distortion
JBy John Tocher
A&E Editor
We talked to Reed shortly before his performance on Wednesday at the Paramount.
How would you describe your sound?

I would describe our music as melodic.
We try and write some catchy tunes and
play them heavy or as hard and fast as we
can.
How long has Overwhelming Colorfast
been together?

About two years.

Well, people talk about stream of conlistened to us repeatedly say, 'Yeah, I used
sciousness? The way my best songs have
to thinkyou guys soundlike HtlskerDü, but
come to me is like, boom, just in my head,
after listening to you guys a little more, now
and I'll have it
. .
, not so much.'
written in abet
'
, •
•
I We like to play
five or ten mm
•
I Ofl our diverutes. Or soni.
•
I 't)'. For two
times I'll have
'
minutes we
' '
tiff and have to
i' '
,
mightdosomeJ
put it togeth
.
. . •:
thing punk or
.•
with the band.
•
.. .'
go to a heavy
like it when it •
•
' section remionly takes abou( •
. . ' .
. •
niscent ofZep• v
z.'.', pdlin or somefifteen minutes i iorg Ilallin, Dan Reed, Bob Read. and Sieve thing jangly
think the more
"Bean" Espaniola of Overwhelming Colorfast
you think about a
without the
song the worse it gets.
Rickenbacker. I hope that as things go on
How do youfeel about being compared
and we progress we'll be able to get away
with Hti.sker Dii?
from that [comparison].
We get a lot of HUsker DO comparisons.
Do you prefer live performance to reIt sorta cheeses me off to some degree, but
cording? In other words, are you a live
sometimes it's hard to distinguish. I have
band or a studio band?
kind of a deep. gravelly voice and we play
Live performance defmitely. Our album
some kinda pop tunes. But people who've
came off sounding a little on the sterile side
'

'

to me. When we make our second album,
I want to give it that live feel.
In what way would you say that Overwhelming Colorfast is unique?

Just in the fact that there are so many
bands playing loud hard music, it almost
seems like to be loud and hard is good
enough. I think the diffence is to write
melodic songs. Writing songs you find
yourself humming in the shower without
thinking about it is our goal.

.S

:

'

: '

'

'

'

',

.'

:
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What's the strangest thing that's happened to you guys in the band so far?

'

Tell me about the name.

'

We got our name from a book of X-rated
Pakistani limericks. No, actually it came to
meinadream. I woke up and said,'Oh,I'm
in Colorfast.' 'Course I'd been sweating
and turning. It was a frantic decision. You
don't have a band unless you have a name.
So I wanted to have a name that would stick
and aname you'd have torepeat four or five
times to yourself to get right
Who are your influences?

Oh, there are thousands and thousands
and thousands. The Beatles are a big one,
LedZeppein. AlsoX. I fuckin'loveoldX.
Nothing too avant garde, really. The
Ramones, definitely.
It must be pretty thrilling to be touring
with them. then.

They're royalty, come on. It's doubtful
punk rock ever would have happened without the Ramones.
How do youfeel about the tour?

It's gonna be really scary. We're playing
in front of more people than we've ever
played in front of. The first time we played
in Seattle we played the OK Hotel. We
second time was at Rock Candy. Now
we're playing at the Paramount. Kinda
scary. We're playing a place at Berkeley
that seats 8,000 and two weeks ago we just
played at a club for 400.
That's a pretty big jump. How did it all
happen?

The album caine out, and the Raniones
and Social D. liked what they heard and
asked us to come along. We were shocked
and stunned, man. And stoked. The three
S's.
You worked with Butch Vig, producer of
Nirvana, Social Distortion, and Smashing
Pumpkins' albums?

Yeah, he produced our album. Butch is a
very sweet man. He's kind to children,
generous to a fault, perhaps. He loves
animals. He's a beautiful man, really. I'm
serious, he's a hometown guy. Lives a few
blocks from his studio in Madison, Wisconsin.
What's your songwriting process like?

).

,,

I think one of the coolest things [that has
happened] is when we were recording our
album. We were staying in the suite that
Elvis stayed in twice. We stayed there
about five wees. And I could've sworn, a
couple oftimes in the middle of the night, I
felt sideburns brushpast my face. So I think
it must have been the ghost of Elvis. I think
it's still walking around.

.

So you'd have to say the King is dead.

I think so, yeah.

5neakj & $ly's ecor Re7(ew's...

Husker Du Hvés...in more ways than one
By Pete Btirness

Music Reviewer

RATING SYSTEM
1 - Schmidt
2 - Budweiser
3 - Henry Weinhard's
4 - Full Sail Ale
5 - Pete's Wicked Ale
OVERWHELMING COLORFAST:
Overwhelming Colorfast (Relativity)
Since the "discovery" of Nirvana, the
music biz has been flooded with a slew of
new power pop bands, most of them pmtenders. Overwhelming Colorfast is for
real. TheCalifornian quartet delivers catchy
pop melodies drenched in a wall of heavy
guitars and an aggressive rhythm section.
Comparisons to HUsker DO are inevitable
and mostly unwelcomed by the band but
they are not completely unwarranted.
There's not a power pop band around today
that can deny the influence of Bob Mould
and co. In fact, several of the songs on
Overwhelming Colorfast sound like they
could have been taken right off of HUsker's
Warehouse Songs andStories, orFlip Your
Wig. But Colorfast displays a definite sin-

cerityand intensityboth in their songwriting
and in their performance. The band plays
its songs with a lot of heart and this shines
through on the disc. These guys are legit.

You CAN EARN $35

if you are an
undergraduate
student planning a
career in teaching,
you can earn $35
for answering
some basic skills
questions on
computer.
The 4-hour research sessions are being held
at:

I

There's notabad song on thealbum and the - best in. Copper Blue combines the best
performances are inspired. (Theirlive show
elements of both of his solo efforts and
is said to be great) Producer Butch Vig
classic Husker DU. Mould hasn't broken
(Smashing Pumpkins, Nirvana, Sonic
any new ground in recent yearsbut he is the
Youth) was definitely an integral part of the
man most responsible for the existence of
recordingas he lefthis signature stylings on
"Power Pop" as we know it. The new
many of the tracks. Thankfully the album
album is said to be a collective effort with
is not overproduced and a close-to-live
fellow band members David Barbe (bass)
feeling waspreserved. Theband's sound is
and Malcolm Travis (drums) but is chock
sing-along punk similar to Nirvana's, only
full o' energetic, aggressive standouts such
more accessible to the mainstream (less
as "The Act We Act," "Hoover Dam," and
angry/more mature) with Beatlesque harmonies. Gems on the disc include the first
single, "It's Tomorrow," the catchy "She
Said, She Said," the crunching "Forest,"
and "Fearless." Best song title: "Totally
Gorgeous Foreign Chick." Husker DU has
a lot of shiny imitators but this band ain't
one of them. It's good stuff, and it gets
better with every listen. Give it a try.
RATThG: Full Sail Ale (Minus a sip)

SUGAR: CopperBlue (Rykodisc)
Speaking of HUsker DU .....Ex-HUsker
frontman Bob Mould is back with a new
band and a new album. Copper Blue is the
follow-up to two very good solo efforts:
1989's introspective and subdued Workbook and 1990's more aggressive Black
Sheets of Rain. With the formation of
Sugar, Bob Mould has returned to the format which he enjoys the most and works

jircsidc Tinrwr
enjoy an eveninfj of timing
and conversation with

Puyallup, WA 98373
If you are interested, call (206) 848-0771

RATING: Full Sail Ale

9resident ¶.Parr

Wednesday.
cctber 14th
:3C IM

at the
Freskient's 1-Icuse

Sylvan Learning Center
10317 122nd St. East, Suite E

"A Gxxl ldea, all of which sound distinLtively Bob Mould. The tunes are loud and
uptempo with catchy lyrics (sound familjar?). Mould's gravelly voice and screaming guitars may not thrill all, but fans of
Husker DO and good ole rock'n'roll should
be pleased. The quality of the album definitely fluctuates through the course of the
10 tracks but overall the album is very
good. Bob Mould has long been denied
proper recognition for the influence he has
had over so many other artists. Hopefully,
his new band and album will bring him the
recognition he deserves.

Please sign up in the
Presidents Office

19,278 TOPICS Ajj SUBJECTS

OcOer Cataiog Today with Visa I MC or COD

EMM 800-351-0222
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Ange'es, CA 90025
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KUPS 90m I
College Radio like you
Kyle Pressel: I start off the metal block. Odd,because I come on rightafterthe classical hour.

I want to try and ease people into the metal with a little bit softer metals, hard sock Van Halen,
Motley Crue and Def Leppard. That's the kind of crowd I'll be catering to.

S U N DAY
SUN DAY
SUNDAY Drew Dillin: 8-10 am
SUNDAY Mutt and Jeff Live:
SUNDAY 10-11.
SUNDAY

Wor(D
9vlusiC

The Dudes of Life: 1-3 pm.
Global Bus:) 5 p.m.
11-lpm. /

MONDAY
MON DAY
MON DAY Sean and Nathan: 8-9 am.. Mornings with Martin: 9-10 The Buck Country
5pm. The D Yea H
MONDAY am. Jim Hawthorne: 10-1 p.m. The Ace and Jared
Country Show: 5-6
MONDAY Show: 1-3 p.m.
MONDAY

TUESDAY
TUESDAY
TUESDAY
TUESDAY
TUESDAY
TUESDAY

Eda

7

Paul Churchill: 8-9am.
Porch Life: 940p.m.
Emily Woodburne:
10-1am.

GARBAX!: 3-4Dni.
Double T Show with Mr. T:
11-lpm. Pablo Sanchez Show: God's Black CoUfe
1-2pm. The Beatles Hour: 2- Perfect Hour 1-3an.
3pm.

EDNESDAY
EDNESThe Scaiy Show with Scary Eagle: 840am. Keith Bittner: 10-ipm. Craig Lei
DAY
6pm. Dave Kerlin:6-8pm. Worst Show of Radio: 8-10pm. Advanced Radio:
EDNESDAY

THURSDAY
THURSDAY
THURSDAY

Jared Leising: 8-9am. The Julia Hour 9-10am. The BLAW Show: 2-3p
Beyond the Random Vortex Show: 10-noon. Melissa Judge: 34pm. In
Fish and Chips noon - 2pm. Hour of Classic Rock 4- pm
Why Know Radio 5-6prn
.

-w

FRIDAY
FRIDAY
Chris'Walley: 8-9am. Mornings with Martin: 9-10'tm. Andy Salkield:
FRIDAY 7
lam. Dave Schinkel: 11-12. Radio London: 12-lpm. Eric Bacher:
FRIDAY
m. Tea Time with Herb!: 2-3pm. Omega Concern: 3-5pm.
FRI DAY

SATURDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY

Kai Elgethun: Advanced Radio: Hitchin' with Kai is the name of my show. Iplay
Wednesday nights from 10-midnight. I don't play any music for the suckas. But you will
hear Smashing Pumpkins, Seaweed, Public Enemy, MyName, Superchunk. My audience is everyone, that's just it. So tune in and listen to the only Norwegian radio
personality on campus.

GAE
Carrie and Chan: 8-9am. Alma and Kekoa: 9-10am. Dragon's Choise: 1
1 lam. Reggar Connection: 1 1-4pm. Irie Saturday: 4-6pm.

Photos by Finnley MacDonald, calendar by Finn and Dave

Rap

APE
-
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.,.on ttie ir
ways thought it should he
I The Show with No Name: 5-6 p.m. The Dave Deodato I The Jesse and
Hill: 3 Show: 6-8 p.m. Jason Stuck: 8-9 p.m. Ken Hylbak: Damian
10 p.m. Hot Breaded Jazz: 10-11 p.m. Laura Smith:
I Show: 1-3am.
1 1-midnight. David Kupfezman: midnight -1a.m.
I

David Kupferman: I'm on 12-1 am Sunday mght. I play jazz. The name of my show
is Dave the Jazz Doctor. My three favorites to play are Miles Davis, Harry ConnickJr. and
Duke Ellington. Sounds about right. I'm catering to the women in room 310.

1

RRP
Toxic T: 6-8pm. Live Version with Capital J: ISteve Wills: 12-lam.
our: 3Buddy 18-10pm. The Global Threat: 10-midnight.
Cassandra/Dana: 12a.m. Cooper Conard:
2-3a.m.

L

oris Whalley: 4-5pm. Herb's Taco Hour: 5-6pm. Tma Law: 6-7pm. Lilly Lamb of
csion: 7-9pm. Psychic Radio: 9-1 1pm. Sober Imitation: 11-1am.. Thunder

y: 1-2pm. So Long & Thanks For All the Fish: 2-4pm. Juggler's Housemate: 412am. The Mad Mike Music Hours: 12-2am. Renaye Weiss: 2-3..

yle Pressel: 6-7pm. Anarchy Hour: 7-9pm. Death
Knows NQ Darkness: 10-1 1pm. Pagan Rites: 11-lam.

Dark Room Factory: 1-3am.

GAE

lOP
Tin1e Show: 5-7pm. Jon Wolfer: 7-8pm.
ttc With DJ V: 8-1 1pm.

Kim Norman and Sara Hynes: We try to stick to playing local alternative format
music, mostly local bands. We play Blackhappy although they're from Idaho. Actually
right now we're spending a lot of time educating ourselves on the Seattle music scene
since we're a little bit familiar with it. Show is on from 9-10 Tuesday mornings. It's
called Porchlife: Music from your own backyard. We're looking for local bands to
submit music; if there's anyone out in the campus community with a band, we'd love
to have your tape. We're hoping to play a little Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse as soon
as they get their CD out which should be around Thanksgiving time.

Ricky Thompson: 11-lam.
Brad Knox: l-3am.

B 1Y' Law: 6-8pm. Cries in the Night: 8-10pm. Bad
vibes: 10-midnight.

Juggler's
Housemate: midnight - 3am.

Kekoa Beaupre: I share a show Satunlay mornings from 9-10 with Alma Balahadia. Our
foñnat is reggae, Jawaiian and a bit of Hawaiian. Some of our favorite groups are Gregory
Issács, from Hawaii we have Brother Walter, Mana'o Company, Ho'aikane and some
Hawaiian favorites are Pahinui Brothers, Makaha Sons of Ni'ihau. Some more reggae
favorites IJB40, Yellow Man, Peter Tosh .... too many to name. Listen to us. I forgot to say,
we're doing the show because we want to share with the community the reggae and the
Hawaiian music. Wewant to share theculture with the university and the Tacoma community
so they can hear what it's like.
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Record breaking McCurty leads Loggers to high scoring victory Vollevball loses

UBy Bruno Zalubil

Sports Editor
In evening their season record with a
victory in a non-district Columbia Football
League game at Baker Stadium Saturday,
the Loggers had plenty of scoring highlights.
But the most impressive part of the 49-26
victory over the Oregon Technical Institute
was that fourth-year running back, Gary
McCuty, broke the school record for career rushing yards.
"It hasn't really sunk in yet," said
McCurty, who fmished thegamewith 3,609
career yards at Puget Sound. "But it takes
the monkey off my back."
McCurty entered the game needing 167
yards to break Mike Oliphant's career
record. By the end of the first half he had
rushed for 132 yards and three touchdowns
from 1-, 43- and 9-yards out.
"When you run the ball it doesn't seem
like you are picking up a lot of yards,"
McCarty said. "I didn't know what was
going on. When they announced (that I had
passed the record) I was surprised."
Needing only 34 yards in the second half,
McCarty had trouble getting back into his
groove and fumbled on the first offensive
play.
But on the next Puget Sound offensive
series, he exploded for 30 yards, cutting the
difference to the record to only four yards.
On his next rush, a dive over the strongside guard, McCurty earned five yards and
the school record for rushing yards.
"The offensive line blew up some holes,"
McCurty said. "I told them that they only
had to hold their blocks for a second and I
would squirt through there."
The announcement was not made immediately, however, because on his next two
rushes, McCurty lost a yard and earned no
yards, tying him with Oliphant's career
record.

Two drives later, though, McCurty established himself as the leaderwith a five-yard
gain.
"It's good," said Oliphant, who played at
Puget Sound from 1984-1987 and in the
NFL as a journeyman for several seasons.

for longest run by a quarterback. Olson's
runeclipsed the 79-yardmarksetbyLinfield
quarterback Shannon Sells on the same
type of play lastweekend atBakerStadium.
Asapasser,Olsonwent8-for-21 withtwo
interceptions, but his passes accounted for

Staff Writer
After a 9-0 loss to Portland State University Saturday, the women's soccer team
had no wins and onlyone tie in their last six
games.
Wednesday, though, the Loggers went
into Seattle and rocked Seattle University,
the No. 2 team in national NAIA polls, with
a 2-0 victory.
In a pre-season game, the women's team
lostto SeattleUniversity, 3-0. But Wednesday, with senior defender Krista Thomas,
who didn't play in the first game, the defense was solid.
And afterplaying tough Division I teams,

but rebounds for
three victories
By Karyle Kramer

Jason Olson rushea the ball six umesfor lvi yaras mturaay, inc1uang a recorasetting 82-yard touchdown in thefourth quarter.
"The younger generation should always
205 yards and one third quarter 48-yard
beat Out the older generation. That's the
touchdown pass to Mart Guyette.
way the world progresses." Aan Foster was the Loggers' leading
For the game, McCurty rushed 25 times receiver for the fourth week in a row with
for 175 yards, half of the Loggers' 352 total fourreceptions for 100 yards. John Batacan
rushing yards. Aaron McCoy carried the had tworeceptions for47 yards and Guyette
ball seven times for 48 yards and scored caught another pass for 58 yards total.
first half touchdowns from 1- and4O-yards.
On a fake punt in the first quarter, Greg
The Loggers led 35-20 at halftime.
Fisher, the short man in the formation, got
Quarterback Jason Olson also scored a the snap and hit Brodie Charmichael for a
rushing touchdown. His, an 82-yard run in see FOOTBALL page 9
the fourth auarter broke the CFA's record

Logger women's soccer ends slump
lIBy Steven Snyder

,

the Loggers were more than ready for Seattle University.
With the win, Puget Sound, who had been
slipping in the polls, should jump back up
into the top 20.
"It was killer!" said sophomore Amanda
Olney, of the emotional district game.
The women are now 4-5-1 overall and 10 in district play.
"We missed a couple of other shots in
front ofthe goal, but I don' tcare because we
won," Thomas said.
All four victories by the Logger women
have won have been by shutout.
This Saturday they travel to play George
Fox.

LIBy Jeff Schaus

Staff Writer
After losing the first match of a threematch road trip, the women's volleyball
team rebounded with two wins and defeated St. Martins 15-9, 15-10, 15-6, in the
Memorial Fieldhouse Wednesday.
"We dominated but not as effectively as
we wantedto," said freshman AndreaEgans
of the St. Martins victoty. "We're just not
playing as quickly and crisply as we want
to.,,
With the home victory, the Loggers are
20-4 overall and 4- 1 in district play.
Last Friday, the Loggers lost their first
districtgameofthe season to Central Washington University, 15-5,15-7,15-2. Butthey
bounced back to defeat Lewis-Clark State
College (15-11,15-8,15-7) on Saturdayand
Whitman College (15-13, 15-10,7-15, 155) on Sunday.
"We're going to have our ups and downs,"
said Melissa Goellner, a senior co-captain.
"But I think losing so bad (to Central) and
coming back strong proves that we can
play. It motivated us. It increased our confidence."
Goellner led the Loggers with her allaround play. She accounted for 24 kills, 30
digs and 10assistsin the threeroad matches.
Kendra Matthews, the other senior cocaptain, set up 30 assists in the Loggers'
victory over Lewis-Clark State College.
Matthews averages eight assists per game
this season.
Freshman Janice Lwin also had 30 assists
against Whitman.

for men's soccer

Staff Writer
A Central Washington goal in the seventh
minute held up as a scrappy Puget Sound
attack could not find the net in a 1-0 loss
Wednesday at Baker Stadium.
In the first half, Central appeared to have
the upper hand. Their goal was a beautiful
through ball that found a Wildcat attacker
älone at the top of the penalty box where he
hammered a volley by a diving Dave
Wescott.
TheLoggers (5-6 overall) seemed to dominate the second half of the game but they
couldn't capitalize on several scoring opportunities.

Puget Sound's best chance came late in
the final halfas freshman midfielder Bryan
Rosselli volleyed the ball toward goal from
six yards out. Central's keeper was clearly
beaten but the ball ricocheted off the crossbar.
Alter coach Randy Freeman moved an
extra attacker up, the Loggers created numerous other chances, but they all came up
short.
"We had three guys up to put more pressure on the ball," said sophomore attacker
Keith Swartz. 'We create more opportunities to score, it really opens things up."
Last Sunday, Western Washington Unisee MEN'S SOCCER page 10

Thoughts on a White Sox game and the decline of Western civilization by Liberal Arts students
By Katharine Dvorak
and Jennifer Wong
Accidental Baseball Commentators
As sophomores at Puget Sound we have
been inundated with the idea of how
valuable a liberal arts education will be
more times than we probably could
count. Never did we doubt the idea
however, never before did we realize its
truth so forcibly as at last Saturday
night's excursion to the King Dome with
the Trail's sports editor Bruno Zalubil.
We found the White Sox/Mariner game
to be not only a lesson in Seattle baseball,
but also fraught with metaphors of the
state of Western civilization which only
recipients of a liberal arts education
would bother recognizing.
Our baseball experience was initially
very similar to all of the other fans. We
approached the concrete dome encircled
with roller-coaster ramps and our
enthusiasm mounted. Katie was excited
because she knew her dad, a the-hard Sox

fan, was writhing in jealousy. Jen
anticipated the bag of peanuts hidden in
Bruno's backpack. And Bruno was in his
usual state of random babbling (almost
causing him to get hit by a car). Buying
$6.50 seats and then finding three
unoccupied $15 seats was a twist of luck.
We didn't complain. It was only after we
realized that we were sitting in front of a
group of unsupervised ten-year-old boys
did the seats three tiers up and twenty
rows back look inviting.
"Okay. That's it. I don't care if I go to
prison. I'm killing those kids," Jen
sneered in the sixth inning. She may not
have appreciated their fifth inning chant
to start a wave.
It was after the first pitch was thrown to
Sox second basemen Steve Sax and Jen
had found the bag of peanuts that our
liberal arts education began to subconsciously kick in. Several items around
the stadium caught our eyes not only as
annoying distractions, but as indicative of

the decline of Western civilization.
The huge TV monitor, for instance.
Positioned to the left of center field in
perfect view of every seat, it dazzled the
audience not only with bigger-than-life
prison mug shots of each player (which
appeared in perfect synch with his at bat)
but with computer graphics and several
animated games: the "Hat Trick," a quiz
about baseball stats from 1972, and much
more! However, we, the liberal arts
students, found this not just an obnoxious
display, but symllic of the fact that
people in today's Western civilization
just cannot leave their television sets.
Further proof: They played a "Comedy
Clip" from "Planes, Trains, and Automo.
biles," at which point every person in the
audience, especially children (the 50 or
so surrounding us on all sides), tuned out
the baseball game entirely. Whatever
happened, we asked ourselves, to the
days when people went to baseball games
just to watch the players in person and eat

peanuts? Who wants to watch a video
screen at an actual game? What's the
point of putting stats on the video screen
when the only people who care abou1
them probably have them memorized?
Or, more simply, "What's the point of
this? I just don't get it," as Jen said.
We knew that by trekking off of the
pristine UPS campus we would be
avoiding the inevitable Saturday night
beer-guzzle; yet as much as we appreciated our escape, we knew we were not
free from beer's dominance in society.
Surrounded by beer ads (we counted at
least four colorful signs nearly as large as
the video screen) and fans clutching their
16 ounces of cheap beer, we knew escape
was impossible. As with their TV sets,
people just cannot seem to leave their
beer at home. What kind of civilization
has to consume mind-altering substances
before they can enjoy a baseball game?
see WHITE SOX page 9
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Athlete of the Week
UBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
For stupendous all-around volleyball play
during a three-match road trip, Melissa
Goeliner was chosen as the Dande Trophy's
Athlete of the Week.
In three days, Goeliner, a senior co-captain, had 24 kills, 30 digs and 10 assists.
"My role is different from last year,"
Goellner said. "I have to be more consistent
in all aspects of the game."
Goeliner has recorded 199 kills this season, the fourth highest total on the team. She
is also third on the team with 44 assists and
second with 21 aces.
The outside hitter leads the team in digs
with 153.

By Melissa Moffett

C]By Marty Pujolar
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XCountry gains respect
with strong performances

Staff Writer
Gaiy McCurty was named Flakey Jake's
Football Player of the Week for his recordbreaking performance against Oregon Tech
Saturday.
The senior offensive captain carried the
ball 25 times for 174 yards. He also accounted for three Logger touchdowns with
runs of 1-, 43-, and 9-yards.
On the day McCurty became Puget
Sound's all-time leading rusher and moved
into second place on the Columbia Football
Association's all-time list with 3,609 yards.
He has five game left to take over the
current CFA record of 4,141 yards.
"Gary has worked very hard to get where
he is," said football coach Ross Hjelseth.
"He has earned and deserves all of his
success."

OPEN 11 AM - 2AM DAILY
vIUST BE 21 OR OLDER - BRING YOUR ID PLEAS
LEVEL TWO BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Staff Writer
ThePuget Sound Loggervarsity women's
cross country team narrowly missed beating theGeorgeFox Lady Harriers, 61-63,at
the 18th annual Willamette University Invitational last weekend.
The men's cross country team placed 8th
in an 18-team field.
The George Fox women are currently
ranked No. 1 in the NAIA national poll.
With Puget Sound's awesome finish, the
Loggers have moved up to No. 3 from last
week's No. 6 national ranldng. It is their
highest ranking ever.
PugetSoundwas ledby sophomoreEmily
Keilman who fmished 6th overall. She covered the 5K course with a time of 17:50.5.
Wanda Howlett,a senior, returned after one
year of absence from the team to finish right
behind Keliman in 7th. Howlett was the
NAIA national champion in 1989.
The men's team was led by senior Matt
Ellis who placed 34th overall Out of 199
competitors. He ran the 8K course in
25 :34 .02.

MEN'S SOCCER from page 8
versity scored in the 73rd minute to edge
Puget Sound, 2-1. The Loggers trailed at
the intermission 1-0, but tied the game early
in the second half on a converted penalty
kick by the team's leading scorer, Joel
Gates, before conceding the final goal.
WHITE SOX from page 8
Sure, we can understand the students who
have no lives on the weekends, but not
the people who attend baseball games.
But far and away the most strildng
indication of the decline of Western
civilization was the crowd's behavior
when a wave was started. All attention
was immediately removed from the game
and focused on "getting it up, " as a guy
behind us so aptly put it. What is so
fascinating, we asked ourselves, about
watching a bunch of hands going up and
down around the stadium? The fact is, the
ten-minute attention span of most fans
was long exhausted by the fifth inning,
and they needed a diversion of some sort,
no matter how inane. More troubling
was the fact that the wave, which was
pathetic to say the least, created more fan
excitement and involvement than
anything the players on the field could
do. (By the way, we refused to participate.)
We are not separating ourselves from
these things, however. Most of the sixth
inning, for instance, we spend discussing
Jen's peanut-eating habits: Katie"What are you doing with your shells?"
Jen— "Eating them." Katie—"WHAT1!"
Bruno—"Would you like some peanuts
with your shells?" We also took part in
the quiz about baseball in 1972. Katie
and Jen didn't have a clue, and neither
did Bruno (as we discovered after he got
every question wrong). However, the
fact that Bruno knew the name of the
1972 World Chess Champion (Bobby
Fisher) caused us amusement for the
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FOOTBALL from page 8
3 1-yard gain and the only other Logger
reception.
Afterahigh-scoring firstquarter, the Loggers were ahead, 23- 14, butthe defense was
a little suspect on a few plays. On the first
two Oregon Tech drives, quarterback Erin
Hall easily completed short passes under a
soft cushion by the Puget Sound defensive
backs.
"We knew that they were going to come
outpass the ball," said freshman cornerback
Mark Acohido. "But after we started varying our defenses we started playing well.
We brought up our corners, played the flats
and used some blitzes."
The Loggers never really controled the
Oregon Tech pass. Hall left the game midway through the fourth quarter after completing 27-of45 passes for 353 yards. He
was intercepted twice, but he completed
three touchdown passes.
"The way we play is that we try to reroute
theirreceivers," said defensive captain Craig
Chamberlin. "Weknocked them out of their
routes but they still got open."
The Loggers (2-2) travel to Ellensberg to
play the No. 5 nationally ranked Central
WashingtonUthversity this Saturdayat 1:30
p.m. The Wildcats beat the Loggers 55-20
in lastseason's HomecominggameatBaker
Stadium.
"We have a lot of respect for Central
Washington, but we know that we can play
with anyone," Chamberlin said. "We've
got the size, the strength and the ability on
this team to play with anyone."

remainder of theinning. Watching the
"K"s (Microsoft K's for Kids) magically
appear on a sign below the video screen
entertained us throughout the game, as
well as tested our eyesight (how many
K's do you see? KKKKKKKKKK).
And we watched Rick the Peanut Man
hopefully to see if he would hit an
unsuspecting customer in the head with
his air-borne packages of hot peanuts.
In other words, we don't claim to be
apart from the degenerative Western
culture, let alone Seattle Mariners fans.
However, we have been poisoned by our
liberal arts education. If we were not
Puget Sound students, we probably
would have enjoyed the clip of "Planes,
Trains, and Automobiles," and maybe
even the Hat Trick (well, maybe that's
pushing it) along with all the beerguzzling fans at the Kingdome. If a
liberal arts education won't let us enjoy a
simple baseball game without thinking
about Western civilization, is it really
worth as much as everyone says?
We must now use this space to address
an insufferable insult to the best music
group in the world. May we ask what
relevance U2's "Pride" has to baseball?
And the Mariners are definitely not
"Even Better Than the Real Thing," no
matter who has the arrogance to say so.
We assume the reason the song "Desire"
was played was for Bono's sexy "Yeah,"
in response to a play by the Mariners: we
protest the use of this song in this manner
most vehemently. We hope that the
reason U2 was insulted in this manner
was because there was some understanding music consultant who knew that we
would be there surrounded by bratty kids
and Random Bruno.
The game ended, this deep analysis of
Western civilization ended, and the bag
of peanuts was finished by Jen, with not a
shell (or peanut dust, which was collected
in Bruno's leg-hairs) remaining. The
Mariners beat the White Sox, 7-2, with
1 1 hits and no errors (except for two from
the diamond girl and one from an overzealous fan reaching for a foul ball).
"Come on, Bruno. It's time to go home.
There's always next year."
Ah, the beauty of baseball.
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The Trail travels to TownMeeting,6
Talk show as pointless as

it

was disappointing

By David Franzen
Managing Editor

The topic of last Sunday's TownMeeting, KOMO's (channel four) version of Donahue,
was the media's effect upon "traditional family values." More specifically, how the
media— especially TV— is "tearing down" family values.
I guess. Originally, I thought it was going to be about "media bashing." And Sunday's TV
listings said it would be about "media favoritism." You see, I, and five other Trail staffers,
were invited to be part of the studio audience. Perhaps the lack ofclarity was due to the fact
that having a clear topic really isn't important to the show's producers.
"The only reason we're here is to take issues of concern and talk about it," said Ken
Schrarn, the show's host.
Nice try, Ken. But I think Poulsbo RV, Lay-Z-Boy furniture, Seafirst Bank, Wheel of
Fortune, and the other sponsors of the show might disagree. As a few people in the audience
pointed out, TV is driven by ratings and commercialism. That is why the substance of issue
in fact, the more amisof little importance;
neonle
will turn
biguousitis,themore
will
see
something
watch, thinldng they

TownMeeting (or

they will not.
any other talk show)
of public discussion
day, nor is it meant to
of orchestrated puk-

is not a good forum
on the issue of the

be. It is,rather, a sort
ing of half-thought
tions to the sensaence, and polariza-

out, knee-jerk, mactional by the audition and confusion of

the issues by the

guests.
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Letters to the Editor
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vituperative tirade
To the editor,
Miss Freeman, your motive for writing a
vituperative tirade ("A Request from the
heathen hordes...", The Trail, Sept. 24)
against a peaceful prayer assembly still
eludes me. Was it simply to display your
profound ignorance of the concept of intercessory prayer, or was it to ameliorate a
sense of guilt and bitterness in your own
life? Be assured that those who assemble
and pray for others do so in a caring fashion,
not the judicious scenario that you fabricated and that was so unsettling to you.
Irrational and overemotional sensationalism was the reigning theme in your article,
accompanied by a rash generalization
against the "religious elite" on campus.
Special interest groups have public meetings very frequently at Puget Sound, and it
is disturbing that you chose a group with
such a positive and perspicacious message
to berate. Additionally, if you looked beyond your selfish desire for mental privacy,
you may be surprised to see Habitat for
Humanity, the 12th Street House, elementary tutoring and countless other mission
efforts. All of these are tangible manifesta-
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Self.
tinne nf Ant emnithv for others.
vative stance. He is
centeredness is not a positive quality, yet watered down conserbut calls for "corpoyou extol its virtues by belittling those who against censorship,
Medveddefends and
show true concern for the well-being of rate respohsibility."
from the religious
seemed
carefully
distanced
but
of
"traditional
values,"
the
loss
others. Please do not misconstrue the acer- mourns
right
so
as
not
to
offend
the
average
RV
buying
viewer.
bic tone of this letter as ajudgement against
Steven Rhode, who appeared viasatellitefrom Hollywood, is an entertainment lawyer and
you, or any beliefs to which you may adgot
the fun job of being that archetypal talk show guest, the defender-of-the-Firsthere. Your blatant misrepresentation of our
Amendment.
He was Hollywood enough to be ripe for northwest, middle-class ridicule.
purpose needed to be addressed in the best
(The
studio
audience—
and Medved— gota good laugh during acommercial as Rhode got
interest of your readers; better journalistic
and
a hair adjustment.) On the other hand, Rhode said safe kinds of
a
new
coat
of
make-up
judgment is expected from a paper's editor.
in their body can
Kindly confine your editorials to fact-based, things that do not mean much, but with which no one with a liberal bone
things reflecting as much depth,
research-backed subjects, and perhaps the disagree. Rhode sung the praises of pluralism, and said
is bad."
paraphrase)
"censorship
contemplation
and
bravery
as,
(to
balance between personal privacy and the
Most
of
the
time
Medved
and
Rhode
argued
about
what
Medved
said in his book. They
first amendment will be elucidated.
ripped apart each other's statements, arguing over semantic details, blowing things out of
proportion and not dealing with what had actually been said. Unfortunately, Medved and
Steve Clem
Rhode were allowed to do more of the talking than anyone else. Schram could not stand to
(We apologize if the prayer group at Jones
Circle misunderstood and took offense at give the mike to more than two members of the audience in a row, without asking Medved
or Rhode to "respond."
our editorial. It was made clear at the
that
the
The most disappointing part of our TownMeeting experience was that a real discussion
beginning of the editorial on prayer
the
object
o
was
really never allowed to develop. Comments from the audience were hopelessly
not
f
group at Jones Circle was
random. Instead of commenting on what they had just heard or seen, most tried to make
my criticism so much as the reminder of
some greater political or social point— about Dan Quayle, or how terrible the sexual
what can be intrusive about prayer. Furthermore, Habitat for Hwnanity and the revolution was, for example.
On the few instances where people actually said something related to the "discussion,"
other mission projects Mr. Clem lists in his
People in the audience had
letter are examples of what was said at the and when the comments were intelligible, itwas usually too late.
they could make their
time
by
the
that
end of the editorial; they are active ways of to wait so long for Schram to give them the mike,
commercials.
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Despite the random, spewing forth of opinion and the disjointed flow of the show, two
points of view were clearly dominant. But these two contraries in the American zeitgeist
exposed by the show, could just have easily been gleaned from a crowd of middle school
kids. There was no expansion. People left with the same attitudes, feelings and things to say
as they had when they arrived, only a few of them had a chance to voice them. Part of the
audience prefers to attack Hollywood and hold it responsible for degrading family values,
and the other part simply feels that "if you don't like it, just turn it off."
I alinostregret to criticize these two points ofview, since I think the audience barely had
a chance to think, much less talk about the issue. On the other hand, this is a good example
of the pointlessness of the entire exercise. The defenders of "family values" believe that
their values are innately American, and assume (because their values have never before
been challenged in popular culture) that they have the moral authority to impose their
beliefs on the rest of the country.
The "turn it offs" on the other hand, have chosen an altogether ineffective position.
Whether you turn off the TV because it is offensive, or just mindless, you're not changing
anything. Medved hadone good point: you can't shut out popular culture. I amjust as much
a product of our violent, sexist popular culture as anyone, but I am neither violent, nor (I
think) particularly sexist This is notbecause my parents, and later I myself, closed my eyes
to TV, but because I have always viewed it with a critical eye.
Unfortunately, TownMeeting is what passes for a critical eye on TV these days. And it is
oflittle more consequence than FamilyFeud. If"family values" are being wiped outby TV,
and ifthat is indeed a bad thing, then it should be the least of our worries. What about TV's
assault on democracy? Promising a forum, a "town meeting," if you will, and delivering
sensationalism is despicable and typical. So thank you for your letters last week on Ballot
Measure 9 and on prayer. The Trail will keep debates going on in print, where people have
a chance to make sense.
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Argh, I'm a senior and I can t lo'in the work force
UBy Jason Saffir
Opinions Editor
Now that my College career is coming to a close, I have begun to feel insecure and moody.
I used to think that it wasjust mebutl conducted a survey. I surveyed my friend David. When
I asked him whether he felt that his College experience was useful, he paused for a few
moments and wrinkled his face in concentration saying,
"What do you mean useful, you mean useful, useful?" This
was not inspiring. I had to ask myself the killer question,
"What am I doing in College?" Since I didn't have an
answer for myself, I made something up. Here's how it
went:
Q: What am I doing in College?
A: I'm learning valuable skills that will make me desirable in the work force and a productive member of society.
How does that sound? Pretty good huh? I think that Twill
adopt that as my manira now. My previous mantra was,
"Argh, I'm wasting my life here; I'm a societal parasite; my
god, this is expensive."
The, "desirable in the work force," part really excites me,
but let's face it, the economy sucks. When people learn of my impending graduation, they
usually say something sensitive and insightful like, "You're entering the job market NOW?!
Ha hahahaha whew, oh boy!"
Sentiments like these make me want to shave my head and join a religious order that
forbids work. I'm sorry Mom and Dad, I can't get ajob, it's against my religion. That would
be popular with the folks. Besides, I can picture trying to get a real job:

Potential Employer: I understand that you want to work for our company. Why should
I hire you?
Me: Well, I've been to College. Here, look at my diploma.
Potential Employer: Hm, (says he/she looking at my diploma while stifling a giggle)
Uh, (heh, heh) how much did you spend on this College education of yours?
Me: Over $52,000 actually.
Potential Employer: Whadia learn?
Me: I learned that historical relativism is an essential
component in the search for assigning meaning to human
experience; and also Hemingway is a pig.
Potential Employer: Goodbye.
Me: Shoot.
Don't get me wrong, College has been really cool. I've
met people who are currently some ofmy closest friends.
I learned how to play darts. I learned that if your
roommate is tense, all you have to do is tell him that
you're gay and he'll move out. I learned how to shotgun
a beer. I learned how to have sex. I learned that I like
college very much. I learned that I am not ready to join
the work force. I mean, even if I felt ready, I am still
thoroughly unemployable.
I heard that grad school takes about ten years. I've been going to school now for the last
17 years; and if I spend another 10 years in grad school, that's 27 years which is longer than
the average life span in some countries. Heck, maybe I'll go to more school and work on
my bowling.

Clinton campaign focuses on positive media attention, trounces Bush
JBy Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer
Past presidential elections of the seventies and eighties used to have certain predictable
patterns. One of them was that the Republicans would always out-campaign their
Democratic rivals. However, this seems to be a year where politics follow no set course
and continue to surprise as often as Ross Perot appears on Larry King Live. No matter how
much you may dislike Bill Clinton, whether it be for his persona or his policies, you have
to admit that he has run a campaign that will be modeled by other candidates for years to
come. Even if Bill Clinton does not win, the accomplishments of his campaign are still
marvelous.
Pretend for a moment that Bill Clinton never had any personal scandals such as marital
infidelity, draftavoidance, ormarijuana use. He would already be moving his furniture into
the White House. Any one of those stories would surely destroy the political hopes of any
otherpresidential candidate, butBill Clinton survived all threeofthem. He survived so well
in fact that he managed towin more delegates than Michael Dukakis did in 1988. That alone
is a feat unprecedented in today's political world. Thirty offorty years ago when the press
kept quietabout candidates personal lives this type of accomplishment would not have been
so unique. The Democratic Convention in New York launched Bill Clinton's campaign
into the national spotlight with fabulous success. Except for stories of draft avoidance, he
has received almost no negative press. The convention didn't so much spell out specifics
on issues as it painted Bill Clinton in a favorable light Theconvention ran so smoothly that
at its end Bill Clinton had over a twenty point lead on George Bush. Even minor rifts in
the camps of Jesse Jackson and Jerry Brown were soon soothed. Some credit for the
Democrats highly successful convention must also be given to George Bush's blundering.
George Bush locked himself away in a fishing hole in Wyoming and was only mentioned
to the American public as a punchline to jokes told at the Democratic convention. He was
lost to America for five days while Bill Clinton continued to win the support of more and
more voters.
It seems as though Bill Clinton took the Michael Dukakis campaign handbook and
completely reversed strategies. Unlike Michael Dukakis, who remained silent after his
convention, Bill Clinton barnstormed around the country by bus with Al Gore. One of the

main focuses of Clinton's campaign has been to constantly get positive media attention.
Even during the Republican convention Bill Clinton refused to keep silent. He constantly
challenged Republican auacks made on him and his wife. Mother strategy employed by
the Clinton campaign has been to make George Bush live by his words. Before his
convention George Bush said that he would fire anyone on his staff that entered into
"sleaze." On the convention's first day two seniorRepublicans brought up the issue of Bill
Clinton's marital infidelity. The Clinton camp immediatelyjumped all over the issue and
challenged George Bush to live up to his words. Well Mr. Bush never did fire anybody,
but marital infidelity was never raised again. Bill Clinton has also taken a page out of the
Republican campaign book. He has never been afraid to land a negative punch on his
opponents. Bill Clinton can take a punch as well dish one out.
Clinton's campaign strategy, in simple terms, is punch-counter punch. He hammers
home weaknesses in George Bush's record and defends against any personal attacks as
quickly as possible. Clinton engages in negative advertising, but never of a personal
ature. Attacking Bush's policies allows him to campaign negatively while still seeming
t0 be issue-oriented. One of the most brilliant maneuvers ofBill Clinton's campaign has
teen the dual campaigning ofboth Bill Clinton and Al Gore. Bill Clinton has often shared
the same stage with Al Gore, while Bush neverappearsjointly with Dan Quayle. It presents
an image that Bush wants to disassociate himself with the Vice President.
Still, the mostremarkable aspectabout Clinton's campaign is its resilience to Republican
attacks. The Republicans have been throwing all their heavy artillery at Bill Clinton, yet
he still manages to retain quite a sizeable lead. If Bill Clinton still maintains that sizeable
lead near election day expect an all-out barrage of mudslinging by the Republicans.
To be fair, not all of Bill Clinton's lead is due directly to the mastery of his campaign.
Some credit must also be given to the ineptitude ofBush's own campaign effort. The Bush
camp must still think it is 1988 and their opponent is Michael Dukakis. All of their efforts
to portray Bill Clinton as a radical left wing liberal have failed and it seems that they have
no alternate plan. The Bush campaign is in such disarray that they even misquoted Bill
Clinton in a speech given by George Bush. So whether or not you would like to see Bill
Clinton as the next president of the United States, you have to admit that he is clearly
trouncing George Bush in the campaign wars, and campaigning is 75% of politics.

Challenge the Educator...

Unnatural attachment to essay form burdens many professors
EBy Rob Woodford
Staff Writer
I'm a 28-year-old transfer student at UPS.
At Eastern Montana College, which I attended during the Dark Ages, I would be
known as a non-traditional student. It is in
the spirit of a non-traditional student that I
write this column.
The nice thing about being 28 is that I
have just enough life experience to start
acting set in my ways. I love this phase of
my life; I'm crotchety. This is why I want
to write a column called, "Pick on the
Educator."
Some of the educators at UPS are my
peers, or close to it. They're adults. They
get paid to be on campus. They own a
monopoly of power over students. And
they're big enough to take a little criticism.
But what I really want to do with this
column is provoke responses from UPS
educators. I'd like to get them interested
enough to want to argue with me. The
deadline for responses from faculty to this
week's topic is Tuesday, October 6. If no

one contributes a rebuttal, I will consider
myself a confirmed expert.
My critical review of UPS educators this
week deals with the unnatural attachment
somepmfessors have to foEmal essay forms.
My dad used to refer to formal writing as
taking a perfectly understandable piece of
writing and sending it through "the fluff
machine." In other words, formal writing is
taking an honest piece of writing and fluffing it up to impress the reader. Similarly,
adherence to an educator's fabricated idea
ofform is the only way to get along in some
classes.
Variations in rules regarding the formal
essay killed my interest in writing between
grade eight and my sophomore year of
college (1977-1983). A few ofthe teachers
I had during this period demanded that I
exclude the personal pronoun "I" from my
work and most demanded that I strictly
adhere to the five paragraph model. We all
know the five paragraph model: 1) an introductory paragraph giving the topic, 2) three

supporting paragraphs, 3) a closing paragraph which re-states and fleshes out the
topic.
Someday, Microsoft will develop a program which will take a matrix of data input
by a student and spit out a perfect formal
essay. The form is that uninspired.
And the idea of form extends beyond the
essay. Students are occasionally forced to
adhere to a teacher's idea of the perfect
form. Students will tell you thatan A in one
class could be an F in another, and, if you
want to pass a certain class you must make
reference to specific subjects and use a
particular style. Students are forced to be
flexible in ways that the educatorrefuses to
be. This is hypocrisy.
Some educators are in love with form to
the detriment of higher education. College
should help students develop ideas and
communicate ideas in an effective way.
Methods ofeffective communication vary;
Catcher in the Rye and The Manifesto of
the Communist Party areequally valid ways

of communicating. Educators should recognize ideas, not insistthat Holden Caulfield
catch a topic and hop on. "Crumby" is
sometimes a betteradjective than "friable."
I maintain that dependence on 10-cent
words and myopic adherence to form betrays an anally retentive streak in the educetors who live and die by it. Let's grade on
mastery of ideas, not mastery of artificial
organization.
My main point of contention about academic formality is summed up by the following statement: ifyou, as educators, wish
to help students make honest contributions
in your class, ease up a little on your fantastic attachment to form. Don't demand that
every dry "t" be crossed and every vacuous
"i" be dotted.
Ican see the firstargumentforming against
this topic. Yes, I am a creative writing
major and I recognize that there is a difference between creative and technical writing. The gray area I am writing about is the
space in between.
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In with the NEWS...
Compiled & Assembled by Chris DeGraaf, ASUPS Director of Public Relations

Senate to Hear Additions to ASUPS By-Laws

I

On Thursday, October 15, Formal Senate will be discussing the following dockets regarding the newly revised job
descriptions of the ASUPS Director of Business Services, the Director of Public R elations, and the Assistant Director 1

S

of Public Relations:

The Director of Business Services shall be a full fee-paying member of ASUPS.
The Director of Business Services shall be appointed by the ASUPS Vice-President in consultation with the ASUPS President in accordance with
Article II, Section 4 of the By-Laws with the approval of the Student Senate following spring elections.
The Director of Business Services shall be the office manager for the ASUPS and shall have the following powers and responsibilities:
Monitor the entire ASUPS budget in cooperation with the Vice-Presidentand make necessary amendments and changes as approved by
Senate.
Maintain a traditional computer-based accounting system to keep records of all ASUPS expenses, revenues, and charts of accounts.
Manage and act as custodian of all rented ASUPS equipment.
Facilitate a purchase order tracking procedure with all necessary documentation.
Process and retain all records for all ASUPS organizational stipends.
Provide adequate fmancial instruction for all ASUPS organizations.
Supervise ASUPS work-study and handle all other necessary personnel matters.
Track and keep an updated current inventory of all ASUPS physical assets.
Serve as ex-officio member of and provide financial counsel for ASUPS Budget and Finance Committees.
Oversee the financial operations of the Cellar and Publicity Office.
I 1 . Maintain, update, amend, and add relevant information to the DBS continuity files.
Work with and provide all external auditors with information of financial fransactions.
Reconcile all ASUPS books with the financial documentation kept by each organization, program, or media.
Sit on President's Council to provide necessary input and infoimation as it relates to the vitality of ASUPS.
Any other related duties as assigned by the ASUPS President or Vice-President.
The Director of Business Services shall be required to remain on campus or in the Tacoma area during the summer months to carry out said duties.
The Director of Business Services must fulfill a one month paid transition period.

DPR Job Description
ASUPS By-Laws
Article ifi. Section 1.D.2 Director of Public Relations
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DBS Job Description
ASUPS By-Laws
Article ilL Section 1.D.1 Director of Busmess Services
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The director of Public Relations shall be a full fee-paying member of ASUPS.
The Director ofPublic Relations shall be appointed by the ASUPS Vice-President in consultation with the ASUPS President in accordance with Article
II, Section 4 of the By-Laws with the approval of Student Senate following spring elections.
The Director ofPublic Relations shall have the following powers and responsibilities:
1. Informing andpublicizing ASIJPS events in the Morning News Tribune and the Trail, andother media agencies through press releases when
applicable.
2. Working with the University Public Relations Office.
3. Supervising the operations of the ASUPS Publicity office, including the maintenance of the ASUPS Bulletin Boards on campus.
4. Establishing and maintaining a monthly master calendar.
5. Assisting the Liason Director in fulfilling his/her job responsibilities.
6. Planning and executing the ASUPS Inaugural Dinner/Desserts.
7. Planning the Exec. Reunion, if required.
8. Executing the publication and distibution of the Chee Chako.
9. Serving as Chair of the Programming Board; this shall entail:
serving as the communication linkbetween the Programming Chairs ofASUPS, IFC,Panhellenic, RHA, URHA, and other student
organizations on campus.
coordinating events with the various campus organizations.
acting as a liason between the Programmers and Presidents Council.
setting agendas fc.r Student Programs meetings in consultation with the Director ofStudent Activities.
V. assisting as necessary with the publicity of ASUPS events.
coordinating the sale of tickets to ASUPS events.
supervising the work-study students in the Programs office in consultation with the Director of Student Activities.
.
10. Meeting weekly with the President's Council.
I 1 . Appointing an Assistant Director of Public Relations as outlined in the ASUPS By-Laws, Article Ill, Section 1 .D.3.
12. Any other related duties as assigned by the ASUPS President or Vice-President.
The Director of Public Relations shall be required to remain on campus or in the Tacoma area during the summer months to cany out said duties.
The Director of Public Relations must fulfill a one month paid transition period.

Assistant DPR Job Description

ASUPS By-Laws
Article ifi. Section 1.D.3 Assistant Director of Public Relations
The Assistant Director of Public Relations shall be a full fee-paying member of ASUPS.
The Assistant Director of Public Relations shall be appointed by the ASIJPS Director of Public Relations in consultation with the ASUPS VicePresident in accordance with Article II, Section 4 of the By-Laws with the approval of Student Senate following spring elections.
C. The Assistant Director of Public Relations shall have the following powers and responsibilities:
1. Operating and maintaining the ASUPS computer network.
2. Billing campus organizations, as well as individuals, for services provided by the ASIJPS Public Relations and Publicity Office.
3. Overseeing the production and distribution of ASUPS publicity materials.
4. Assisting in the general operations of the ASUPS Public Relations and Publicity office; this shall entail:
helping coordinate a monthly master calendar.
collecting information for the ASIJPS Trail page.
informing the Programming Chairs of Public Relations and Publicity information, when necessary.
5. Any other related duties as assigned by the ASUPS Director of Public Relations.
d. The Assistant Director of Public Relations shall be required to maintain regular, weekly office hours.

(Paid Advertisement)

The ultimate in trivia competition is
about to begin at U.P.S. ! Sign-ups for
College Bowl teams begin on Monday, October 1 9th at the Info Center.
Only the first sixteen teams will be
accepted for this exciting doubleelimination competition. Registration ends October 23rd at 5:00 p.m.
If you can't be on a team, but want to
be a part of the action, be an official.
All types of officials are needed to
oversee the competition.
For further information, call Mike
DeArmey at extension 3150.
Popular Entertainment
Just another reminder that October
23rd is the "Rock fF'ie GR!EN Vofe"
concert. KNDD-FM 107.7 "THE
END" will be there, along with
SadHappy, the Hungry Crocs, and
the Chubby Children.
Also, scheduled to open for these
bands is the university's very own
group, THE INDECIIEI.
Plan now to attend this showcase of
musical talent and help show your
support for two very worthwhile
causes: the environment and your
legal right to vote.
Lectures
Danny Sugerman speaks about his
experiences with the sixties rock band

imd[OIOrsi
and the subsequent life he lead as a
result of his "glamorous descent into
rock and roll excess."
Tours and Travels
Are plane fares too expensive to fly
home for Thanksgiving? Join Tours
and Travels on a trip to Whistler and
Vancouver B.C. Sign up for an informational meeting at the Info Center.
Campus Films

I

THE BEAST
Showtines:
Fri. 7:00 & 9:30
Sat. 7:00 & 9:30
Sun. 6:00 & 8:30

Admission:
$1.00 with
student I.D.
$2.00 w/o.

